and fault growth after main rupture (19, 24–28).

Imaging damage zones and fault growth processes with
high-precision relocations of earthquake sequences
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Fig. 1. A complete shear crack system. Schematic map view of shear-crack
damage zones around left-lateral, strike-slip faulting cores separated by a contractional, linking
stepover. SHmin and SHmax show directions of minimum and maximum compressive stress,
respectively.
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Though many large, hazardous faults are considered “mature”, with cumulative slip of
10-100’s of km and composed of few segments relative to their length (6, 29), seismicity on
these faults usually does not clearly exhibit features of shear cracks other than a high-strain core.
High-accuracy and high-precision earthquake relocations allow inference of three-dimensional
faults geometry at seismogenic depths and sometimes resolve apparent shear-crack features, such
as tip, linking or wall damage zones, step-overs, and orthogonal antithetic faulting, as
components of overall faulting patterns in complex or diffuse seismicity (30–38). Identification
of a majority of the primary slip surfaces and aftershock seismicity for a large-earthquake at
seismogenic depth with the expected geometry and features of a complete shear-crack system
would clearly emphasize how earthquakes are rupture of shear cracks, and should be modeled as
such to advance quantitative, monitoring and hazard seismology.

5 km
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The 2020-05-15, Mw 6.5 Monte Cristo Range, Nevada earthquake occurred in western
Nevada in the Mina deflection, a major structural right-step with block rotation and eastnortheast trending sinistral faulting within the northwest trending, dextral, eastern California
shear zone to Walker Lane belt system (39, 40). Left-lateral, strike-slip faulting on a steep,
N73ºE striking plane for the Mw 6.5 mainshock is indicated by the distribution of aftershocks and
Wmoment tensor (USGS-CMT; Hayes et al., 2009; Benz, 2017),
by the USGS, W-phase centroid
the Nevada Seismological Laboratory (NSL) regional moment tensor (NSL-RMT; 41), and other
mechanism solutions. The Monte Cristo event has a productive aftershock sequence (over 12,000
events detected up to 2020-07-31), while numerous nearby stations, a low-noise monitoring
environment, and high-quality event detection, processing and data archiving at the NSL, USGS
w
and IRIS Data Management Center (IRIS-DMC) make this sequence an excellent opportunity for
high-precision aftershock relocation to resolve detailed, 3D features of seismicity for a large
earthquake.
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bolitic, subvertical dykes that lie at a high angle to the later
faults and therefore form excellent displacement markers.
(a)

3.

[14] The faults studied are part of a population of low‐
displacement features (less than 3.5 m strike‐slip displacement) surrounding the termination of a larger fault. In the
field, they are surrounded by a “halo” marked by differential
weathering, where immediately adjacent to the fault, the
dioritic protolith forms a zone that appears altered in comparison to the surrounding material (Figure 3). In the area,
there are a number of fractures with halo zones, and some
fractures show no offset. We interpret these as mode I
fractures. However, we made measurements on a subset
of the fractures with a strike between 120° and 160°. This
subset shows subhorizontal slickenlines, strike‐slip displacements, and well‐developed halo zones. The strike‐slip
nature of the faults studied has the added advantage that the
(b)
rocks were more or less at the same crustal level during
Edge (Richard et al., 1995)
formation and hence any depth dependency of the damage
zone formation will be minimized.
Fig. 8. Block diagram illustrating the three dimensional geometr
[15] Microstructural investigations show that these halo
Riedel shears above a double (a) and a single (b) basement fault.
zones appear to be related to the microfracture damage zone
that surrounds the faults (Figure 4). Figure 4a shows a thin
section scan of one of the faults, displaying the fault core
and associated halo/damage zone. Propylitic alteration of
biotite and feldspars to chlorite give the halo zone its overall
green color. Figures 4b–4f clearly show chlorite preferentially forming along microfractures, which indicate an
interconnected network of microfractures along which fluid
was able to flow.
Alteration
isatmost
extensive
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(Katz
et
al.,
Fig. 3. Examples Linking
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Fig. 7 (continued )

2. A plot of R-band spacing (s) versus the angle between Rand R0 -bands (b), showing a systematic relationship
between s and b (Fig. 6). Generally, Riedel structures
exhibiting values of s . 80 mm form angles of
358 , b , 608. Structures of s # 80 mm form a larger
range of angles, 358 , b , 1008, and in rare cases the angle
may reach 1208. The systematic relationship between s and
b and the significance of their lower and upper bound values
are demonstrated for an E-trending shear-zone (Fig. 7a). In
this case, an R0 -band is displaced by sinistral R-bands and
divided into three segments. As R-band spacing s decreases,
the angle b between the segment and the bounding R-bands
increases such that b3 . b2 . b1. Fig. 7b shows a
NE-trending shear-zone, where dextral R-bands displace
and divide an R0 -band into several segments. The angle b
varies from ,458 near the band’s tips (b1) to ,908 in the
interior region of the shear-zone (b2), where the R-bands are
closely spaced, corresponding to smaller values of s. This
variation results in segmented R0 -bands with a general
trace geometry that resembles a sigmoidal-like shape.
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Faults Studied
Tip
(Granier, 1985; Kim et al., 2004)

A complete shear crack system
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aftershocks, while the damage zones host a majority of aftershocks due to stress concentration
and fault growth after main rupture (19, 24–28).

foreshock on one of these structures that incited nearby rupture on the other structure or on the
western principal slip surface.
2020 Monte Cristo, NV sequence, M 6.5

(Lomax, 2021, Eartharxiv preprint )

Fig. 1. A complete shear crack system. Schematic map view of shear-crack
damage zones around left-lateral, strike-slip faulting cores separated by a contractional, linking
stepover. SHmin and SHmax show directions of minimum and maximum compressive stress,
respectively.
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Fault damage zone scaling

• Field observations indicate that damage zones scale with displacement up to ≈1 km
• Faults with displacements larger that 100 m typically have complex damage zones
comprising several strands with their own fracture « halo »
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2004 Parkﬁeld California sequence
Mw6.0, strike-slip
• Hypocenters focussed
within a few hundreds
of m of the principal
slipping plane
• Mature fault zone with
>150 km displacement
• Narrower hypocenter
zone than suggested
by the average
damage zone vs
displacement scaling
relationship

2020 Monte Cristo, NV
sequence
Mw 6.5, strike-slip
• Hypocenters spread in 5 km
wide zone
• Fault does not have a
conAnuous expression on
the surface
• Hypocenters are more
focussed at depth, around
two main en-echellon
segments
• Zone of aFershocks
broadens toward the
surface
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elements as in Fig. 2.

Lomax (2021)
Eartharxiv preprint

Hauksson et al. 2020: relative

2020 Lone Pine, CA sequence
Mw 5.8, normal

NLL-SSST-coherence

• Most hypocenters are located
close to a bent surface that
may be interpreted as a
unique slip surface or as a
series of steeply dipping, subparallel faults
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• Hypocenters on map define a
boundary on this surface,
presumably the edge of slip
zones, combining a foreshock,
the main shock and one large
aftershock
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2020 Magna, UT sequence
Mw 5.7, normal
• Main fault plane is a W-dipping
normal fault
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Conclusions
• Seismicity distribution during an earthquake sequence reveals the
geometrical complexity of the activated fault system.
• Geometrical complexity is highly variable depending on case, and
may relate to the « maturity » of the fault system.
• Interpreting aftershock distribution as damage suggests a distinction
should be made between
• Near fault damage, which may persists along mature faults in relation with
rupture related stress (dynamic and rupture tips) and asperity abrasion
• Off fault damage related to various secondary structures, the number and
size of which presumably peak during fault growth

• Damage zones observed on the field may integrate the whole history
of fault growth and slip, complicating their understanding in term of
scaling relationships

